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We started talking about making an exhibition about fire in August 2011 when we purchased a painting by Joseph 
Tjangala Zimran titled Fire Dreaming. It was noted that we had enough works in the art collection that had fire as 
the subject matter to make a quite spectacular exhibition. Some months later the Margaret River fires raged out of 
control, Janet’s front door caught alight, homes and property were destroyed, the community was devastated and 
suddenly everything became much more serious.  
 
We took sober and sympathetic note of the community response, including that of artists, added some pertinent 
pieces to the art collection and reached out in order to incorporate some of the community experience into the 
exhibition plan.  
 
The exhibition includes over 30 works from the Janet Holmes à Court Collection that have fire as their subject 
matter. Included also are photographs, installations and audio recounts that reflect some small part of the Margaret 
River community’s experience of the November 2011 fires.  
 
We have drawn on the community exhibition at Rifle Butts Reserve at Prevelly, curated by sculptor Mark 
Heussenstamm, and an installation of parts of this exhibition will be recreated by Mark and Kashmir Rouw in the 
centre of the gallery. 
 
We didn’t pull back from making the exhibition, believing that an exhibition space can provide time and place for 
quiet consideration, reflection and healing. It’s an opportunity also to share some of the personal local experience 
of the fires with visitors to the gallery. 
 
Coincidentally to our exhibition plan, Margaret River Press was putting together a ‘fire’ anthology and this will be 
launched at the formal exhibition opening Sunday, 17 February 11 am–12 noon in the Holmes à Court 
Gallery at Vasse Felix : 
 
Fire, a collection of stories, poems and visual images 
The collection of rich and diverse responses to fire by award winning authors and poets refer to contemporary 
events and are often realistic; others use legend, history and memory in their work.  Included in the anthology are 
commissioned writing from playwright David Milroy, WA Premier awarding winning poet Miriam Wei Wei and 
interviews and visual images from Margaret River residents. 
  
Editor Delys Bird and Margaret River Press have given us a landmark book that is much needed in these times, 
and will be much discussed.  John Kinsella 
  
For interviews, further information, and images available for reproduction contact Sharon Tassicker, mob 0439 392 635 or 
email sharon.tassicker@heytesbury.com.au  
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Maureen Hudson Nampitjinpa. Fire Dreaming 2010 (detail). Acrylic on 

linen, 123 x 97.5 cm. Copyright and courtesy the artist. 

 


